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“The power and prestige of Byzantium were founded above all on its gold...”
-History of the Byzantine Stateby George Ostrogorsky

Abstract—Sensor networks are extremely vulnerable to denial-
of-service (DoS) attacks due to their shared communication
medium and the constrained power supply of the devices. We
examine the scenario where one player attempts to send a
messagem to another player in a single-channel network. Assume
an adversary that jams for T instances whereT is unknownto
either player and where cost is measured in terms of energy
expenditure. We give a protocol guaranteeing delivery ofm while
the ratio of either player’s expected cost to the adversary’s cost
is O(T'�2) � O(T�0:382 ) where ' = 1+p52 is the golden ratio.

Our result implies that to prevent communication of m, the
adversary incurs an asymptotically higher cost than the expected
cost incurred by either correct player. This property holds even
when the receiver suffers a Byzantine fault. We extend our
analysis to multiple receivers and later, to a multi-hop setting
where both senders and receivers can suffer Byzantine faults. Our
work pertains to a wide variety of adversaries that are energy
constrained. Notably, we can tolerate anadaptive adversary
who launches attacks using knowledge of the past actions of
all players. Moreover, in networks with a sufficient amount of
communication traffic, we can tolerate areactiveadversary who
may detect a transmission in the current time slot and then decide
to jam. Finally, we apply our result to the fundamental network
communication problem of reliable broadcast which deals with
conveying a message from one player to all other players in the
network. In a popular sensor network grid model, we give a
reliable broadcast protocol that, in comparison to previous work
in the grid, offers improved resilience to DoS attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In addition to traditional network security challenges, the
shared communication medium of sensor networks renders
them vulnerable to jamming attacks [1]. A jamming attack
occurs when an attacker transmits concurrently with another
(possibly legitimate) transmission such that communication is
disrupted within the area of interference. Consequently, this
type of behavior represents a simple denial-of-service (DoS)
attack that threatens the availability of sensor networks [2].
While this can be viewed as a competition for the communica-
tion medium, thede factoresource being consumed is energy.
In the energy-critical domain of sensor networks, such attacks
can rapidly deplete the onboard energy supply of a device.

Wireless network cards typically offer states such asoff,
sleep, receiveand transmit. While the sleep state requires
negligible power, remarkably the cost of the transmit and
receive states are roughly equivalent. With the recent Telos
motes the radio transmit and receive costs are 38mW and
35mW, respectively, while the sleep state cost is15�W [3].
Therefore, the cost of the transmit/receive state exceeds that
of the sleep state by a factor greater than2000. Similar
relationships hold for the MICAz and MICA2 motes [4], [5].
Therefore, two considerations inform our protocol design:(1)
minimizing the time spent outside the sleep state improves
energy-efficiency and (2) we must account for the costly
receive state.

In this work, we focus on mitigation by making DoS attacks
more expensive for an adversary to launch relative to the cost
incurred by correct players. Critical to our investigationis the
following 2-PLAYER SCENARIO: Player A (a sender) wishes
to send a messagem to Player B (a receiver). However, there
exists a jamming adversary who aims to prevent transmission
of m. The adversary may also control the receiver if it suffers
a Byzantine fault. This necessitates a delicate balancing of
cost between the sender and a correct receiver. The sender
must not be manipulated into depleting its energy supply by
a Byzantine receiver via repeated retransmission requestsform. Conversely, a correct receiver should not unfairly bear the
brunt of the cost. Of course, it is not knowna priori whether
a receiver is correct or Byzantine. Under this challenging
scenario, we give a communication protocol which guarantees
that the ratio of either correct player’s expected cost to the
adversary’s cost isO(T'�2) where' is the golden ratio.

Therefore, the cost incurred by the adversary exceeds the
expected cost of a correct player. In the energy-scarce domain
of sensor networks, this greatly undermines the efficacy of
DoS attacks. We generalize our result to a multi-player setting
and apply this to the problem of reliable broadcast in a multi-
hop setting where a bounded number of senders and receivers
suffer Byzantine faults. In the popular grid model (see [6]–
[12]) we obtain a reliable broadcast protocol with increased
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resilience to DoS attacks over previous results in the grid.

II. OUR MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Network Model: Various aspects of theoretical models for
sensor networks have been critiqued [13]. Consequently, our
assumptions are grounded in the empirical literature. There
is a single channel, and in our single-hop settings (Sec-
tions IV&V), we assume a time division multiple access
(TDMA)-like medium access control (MAC) protocol; that
is, a time-slotted network. For example, the well-known
LEACH [14] protocol for sensor networks is TDMA-based.
Secure synchronization has been demonstrated for the MICA2
devices [15]. Only for ease of exposition is aglobal broadcast
schedule assumed in our final multi-hop scenario (Section VI);
however, this is avoidable if nodes maintain multiple schedules
as with S-MAC [16]. Even then, global scheduling (and
the resulting energy-efficiency advantages) has been clearly
demonstrated by experimental work in [17].

The adversary or a player is said to beactive in a time
slot (or just a ‘slot’)s if it is either in the send (transmit) or
receive state durings. As with the Telos and MICA models,
each device possesses a single transceiver and only one state is
possible per slot. The cost to a player for sending and receiving
(or detecting a collision) for one slot is normalized to�or =1, but our protocols can be easily modified to address the
small differences between the send/receive state costs that exist
in practice. The adversary is active forT slots at a cost of�adv = 1 per slot andT is unknown to either player.

Each player in the receive state can detect whether a colli-
sion has occurred in a slot. Clear channel assessment (which
subsumes carrier sensing) is a common feature on devices [18]
and considered practical under the IEEE 802.11 standard [19].
Collisions are only detectable by the receiver [2]. When a
collision occurs, we assume the transmission for that slot
is lost. The absence of channel activity cannot be forged;
however, the adversary mayforge a collision. That is, even
if no correct players are transmitting, adversarial nodes may
transmit simultaneously (or replay interference) in orderto
cause receiving players to detect a collision; forging costs 1.

Energy Competitiveness:We introduce the notion ofenergy
competitiveness. LetA andB respectively denote the expected
number of slots for which a correct Player A and correct Player
B are active before successfully terminating a protocol forthe
2-PLAYER SCENARIO. Let T be the total number of slots for
which the adversary is active. A protocol isO(T�)-energy
competitiveif for any T > 0, AT = O(T�) and BT = O(T�)
for a constant < 1. We refer toA=T , B=T asenergy ratios.

Why is energy competitiveness useful? First, equal asymp-
totic costs (in terms of energy) apply to each player which
is useful in homogenous sensor networks where devices have
similar energy constraints. Second, central to a DoS attackis
the notion that an adversary can force a player to incur a higher
cost; call this theunfairness property. If this property holds
for all T , DoS attacks are especially devastating. To see this,
consider when players incur5x the cost of the adversary under
a DoS attack. For aT of moderate size, a player’s absolute cost

is tolerable. Throughput is reduced, but the players may still
communicate several times prior to exhausting their energy
supplies. In contrast, for largeT , nodes may have insufficient
energy to communicate even once (i.e. zero throughput).

If an energy-competitive protocol is used, then the unfair-
ness property fails for sufficiently largeT since the energy
ratio is O(T�). At this point, the correct players enjoy the
advantage. Since our analysis is asymptotic, the players may
incur a higher cost than the adversary for limitedT . However,
as discussed above, this is acceptable so long as this absolute
cost is tolerable and we show this is true for our protocols.

Las Vegas Property: The protocol for the 2-PLAYER SCE-
NARIO, and the subsequent multi-player extension withn
players, is Las Vegas. That is, if the players have sufficient
energy to execute the protocol until the termination condition,
then m is successfully sent from the sender to the correct
receiver(s) with probability 1; there is no probability or error.

The Las Vegas property is valuable in multi-hop sensor
networks for the following reason. Letn be the number of
devices within transmitting distance of a device, and letN
be the total number of devices in the network. Monte Carlo
communication protocols that succeed with high probability
in n are possible. However, typically,n � N and messages
will traverse multiple hops; consider
(N ) hops.Then even if
the failure probability for a single hop is exponentially small
in n, the probability that some hop fails can still be very large
in terms ofN . For example, ifN is exponential inn and the
failure probability for each hop isO(n�) for some constant > 0, or evenO(2�n), then communication fails along the
chain with at least constant probability.

Alternatively, we might achieve protocols that succeed with
high probability inN . For small networks this is reasonable.
However, in large networks,N may not be knowna priori.
Furthermore, achieving a high probability guarantee inN
typically involves
(logN ) operations which, for largeN ,
may be too costly. Therefore, by devising Las Vegas protocols,
we avoid assumptions that are problematic given thatn� N .

Cryptographic Authentication: Several results show how
cryptographic authentication can be implemented in sensor
networks [1], [20]–[23]. Therefore, it is important to consider
the impact of cryptographic authentication and we assume
it here. However, the adversary may capture and subvert a
limited number of players; these players are said to suffer
a Byzantine fault and are controlled by the adversary. Such
attacks are well-known to the research community [1], [2].
However, subverting nodes is assumed to be a costly operation;
for example, tamper-resistant approaches may be applied to
sensor devices and techniques for evading physical attacksare
known (see [1] and references therein). Therefore, we assume
the number of such instances is limited. In the 2-PLAYER

SCENARIO and then-player extension, the MULTI -PLAYER

SCENARIO, we assume only receivers can suffer Byzantine
faults since communication is doomed with a Byzantine
sender. Furthermore, energy-competitive communication is
non-trivial even with authentication due to jamming and the
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forging of collisions; this is discussed in Section IV-A.
Types of Adversaries: The adversary has full knowledge
of past actions by correct players. This allows foradaptive
attackswhereby the adversary may alter its behavior based
on observations it has collected over time. Furthermore, the
adversary isreactive: in any slot, the adversary may detect a
transmission and then jam this transmission. The effectiveness
of reactive jamming has been shown experimentally [24].

Our adversary captures the worst-case disruption of trans-
missions due to non-malicious failures such as software errors
or accidental deviations from a global schedule. Our adversary
also models challenging malicious behavior. Various jamming
strategies feature prominently in the literature such as con-
stant, reactive, and random jamming [1], [24]. Our energy-
competitive protocols apply to all such adversaries with a
bounded energy supply. The is particularly pertinent to sensor
networks where devices are typically battery powered.

A. Our Main Contributions

Throughout, let' = (1+p5)=2 denote the golden ratio. Our
three main analytical contributions are given below.

Theorem 1. COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION has the fol-
lowing properties:� If the adversary is never active (T = 0), then each player

is active forO(1) slots in expectation.� Otherwise, if the adversary is active forT > 0 slots, then
COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION is O(T'�2)-energy
competitive where'� 2 � � 0:382.� If both players are correct and executeCOMPETITIVE

COMMUNICATION until their respective termination con-
ditions are met, then transmission ofm is guaranteed.

For the more general single-hop setting with a sender andn
receivers, we provide the protocol MULTI -PLAYER COMPET-
ITIVE COMMUNICATION (MPCC) and obtain the following:

Theorem 2. MPCC has the following properties:� If all receivers are correct, then the expected cost to the
sender and each receiver isO(ln2 n).� If corrupt receivers are active for a total ofT > 0, then
MPCC is O(maxfln2 n; T'�1g=T )-energy competitive.� MPCC terminates withinO(T'=('�1)) slots assuminglnn = O(T ). Each correct player with sufficient energy
terminates successfully at this point.

Finally, we address reliable broadcast in the multi-hop sensor
network grid model where devices are referred to as nodes.
By leveraging results in [7], we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. Assumet < (r=2)(2r + 1) nodes in any(2r+1)� (2r+1) square centered about a correct nodep in
the grid are Byzantine and used by the adversary to disruptp’s communications for� � B0 slots. LetC = fNodes q at(x; y)j � r � x � r ^ y � 0g be a corridor of nodes in this
network. There exists a protocol with the following properties:� If each correct nodep knowsB0 and has sufficient energy

to execute the protocol, then reliable broadcast along the

corridor C is guaranteed.� If � = O(r2 ln2=(2�') r), each correct node incurs a cost
(not an energy ratio) ofO(r4 ln2=(2�') r) active slots.� If � = !(r2 ln2=(2�') r), the energy ratio iso(1) and

decreases asO � r2(2�') �ln2 r�2�' � � O � r0:764�ln2 r�0:382 �
.

While this last result applies to a single corridor, it is
sufficient to prove reliable broadcast since the network can
be covered piece-wise by such corridors (see Section VI). We
note that switching from the sleep state to an active state incurs
a cost. However, in our protocols, the number of state switches
is limited by the number of active slots and, therefore, our
asymptotic analysis holds. We also examine the constants in
our asymptotic analysis and investigate practical values for�or and�adv in Section IV-C. Finally, we believe our notion
of energy competitiveness, and its application to reactive
adversaries, is novel and relevant to designing adversarial
fault-tolerant algorithms for sensor networks.

III. R ELATED WORK

Jamming Adversaries: Several works demonstrate that wire-
less devices are vulnerable to adversarial jamming [24]–[27].
Defenses include spread spectrum techniques, frequency or
channel hopping, and mapping with rerouting (see [2], [28]–
[30] and references therein).

There are a number of theoretical models for adversarial
jamming. Gilbertet al. [31] examine communication between
two players with collision detection in a time-slotted network
against an adversary who interferes with an unknown number
of transmissions. Cryptographic authentication is not assumed.
The adversary cannot forge the absence of channel activity;
we also use this property. The authors derive bounds on (1)
the jamming gain, which is defined as the amount of energy
used to prevent communication relative to the amount of
energy used by continuous jamming [32], and (2)disruption-
free complexity, which measures how long the adversary
may disrupt a protocol without broadcasting. We note that
while jamming gain measures the relative energy cost of two
adversarial strategies, it does not explicitly address thecost to
the adversary relative to the correct players as we do here. Pelc
and Peleg [33] examine an adversary that randomly corrupts
messages; we do not require the adversary to behave randomly.
Awerbuchet al. [34] give a jamming-resistant MAC protocol
in a single-hop network with an adaptive, but non-reactive,
adversary. Richaet al [35] significantly extend this work to
multi-hop networks. Dolevet al. [36] address a variant of
the gossiping problem when multiple channels are jammed.
Gilbert et al. [37] derive bounds on the time required for
information exchange when a reactive adversary jams multiple
channels. Meieret al. [38] examine the delay introduced by a
jamming adversary for the problem of node discovery, again
in a multi-channel setting. Dolevet al. [39] address secure
communication using multiple channels with a non-reactive
adversary. In these previous works, the impact of receive state
costs is not explicitly addressed and there is no notion of
energy competitiveness.
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Reliable Broadcast:Reliable broadcast has been extensively
studied in the grid model [6]–[10], [40]–[42]. Energy-efficient
reliable broadcast is achieved by Kinget al. [10], [40] but the
authors do not consider a jamming adversary. With a reactive
jamming adversary, Bhandhari [43] show reliable broadcastis
possible when the amount of jamming is bounded and knowna
priori ; however, correct nodes must expend considerably more
energy than the adversary. Progress toward fewer broadcasts
is made by Bertieret al. [11]; however, each node must
spend a significant amount of time in the costly listening state.
Alistarhet al. [12] assume collision detection and achieve non-
cryptographic authenticated reliable broadcast. They apply
their result to the grid with a jamming adversary; however,
nodes must again spend a significant time in the receive state.

IV. OUR COST COMPETITIVE PROTOCOL

When a node is not active, it is assumed to be in the energy-
efficient sleep state. We discuss how (1) randomness foils an
adaptive adversary and (2) energy competitiveness is possible
against a reactive adversary given sufficient network traffic.
Tolerating an Adaptive Adversary: A simple but critical
feature of our protocols is: the probability that a player is
active in one slot is independent from the probability that
the player is active in another slot. Therefore, knowing that a
player was active fork slots in the past conveys no information
about future activity. Believing otherwise is the trap of the
well-known“Gambler’s Fallacy” [44].

In contrast, we could have specified that a player be active
for a fixedk number of slots chosen probabilistically in each
epoch. However, a adaptive adversary knows past information.
Therefore, within an epoch, if a player is active fork0 <k slots, the adversary knows that the player will be active
for k � k0 more slots in the remainder of the epoch. This
information can allow the adversary to jam more effectively.
Instead, by having a player be active independently in each
slot, knowledge of the past cannot help the adversary.
Tolerating a Reactive Adversary: If the adversary knows,
free of cost, whenm is sent then energy competitiveness
is impossible. However, a reactive adversary must detect
transmissions. Such detection is referred to asclear channel
assessment(CCA) [18]. Consider two cases with respect to
CCA. In the first case, the adversary wishes to detect channel
activity, but does not care about the traffic content. Detection
is performed via the radio chip using thereceived signal
strength indicator(RSSI) [45]. If the RSSI value is below
the clear channel threshold, then the channel is assumed to
be clear [46]. RSSI incurs a cost on the order of10�6 W
– roughly three orders of magnitude smaller than the send
or receive costs. Therefore, an adversary can detect channel
activity at essentially zero-cost;however, the trade-off is that
this detection is indiscriminate.

In the second case, the adversary desires knowledge of the
traffic content, such as source/destination information. Now
the adversary must enter the receive state. Although the time
spent in the receive state may vary, the cost is substantial
being on the order of10�3 W. Denote this cost by�adv .

COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION (m)

1: i 2
2: A terminate  false
3: while (A terminate == false) do

4: Epoch 1:
5: for slot s = 1 to 2i do
6: � Player A sendsm with probability 22i .
7: if (PlayerB has not receivedm) then
8: � Player B listens with probability 22(�1)i .

Epoch 2:
9: for slot s = 1 to 2i do

10: if (PlayerB has not receivedm) then
11: � Player B sendsreq.
12: � PlayerA listens with probability 42i .
13: if (PlayerA listens and detects no collisionorreq)

then
14: � A terminate  true

15: i i+ 1
Fig. 1. Pseudocode for COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION .

Conversely, the cost to a correct node,�or , is comparable
for small payloads; we assume large content can be broken
into small payloads. For a small payload, the total message
size is small (assuming small headers/footers [47], [48]) and
a correct player also incurs a cost on the order of10�3 W.
Therefore, while�adv < �or , these values are comparable. We
can re-normalize the costs in Section II by�adv such that the
adversary’s cost is again�adv = 1, while the correct players’
cost,�or, is a constant multiple of�adv (see Section IV-C).

Which case matters? If an adversary seeks to disruptany
traffic, then the first case applies and the only cost is due
to jamming. However, there are many situations where this
behavior quickly disables the adversary. For example, consider
a terrain with multiple sensor networks where the adversary
wishes to target only a select few collecting critical data.
Or there is a single network that executes several distributed
applications and the adversary wishes to interfere with a
critical few. If the adversary jams indiscriminately, it will
quickly exhaust its energy supply in disrupting mostly non-
critical transmissions. The more challenging scenario occurs
when the adversary first identifies transmissions and then jams
only those it is targeting; this is the second case. Using there-
normalization above, our asymptotic analysis for energy com-
petitiveness holds; this is investigated further in Section IV-C.

Finally, we note that the conclusion of our argument aligns
with claims put forth in empirical results on reactive jamming;
that is, such behavior does not necessarily result in a more
energy-efficient attack because the adversary must still be
listening to the channel for broadcasts prior to committing
itself to their disruption [24].

A. Protocol Overview

Figure IV gives the pseudocode for our 2-PLAYER SCE-
NARIO protocol called COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION .
Each roundi � 2 consists of2 epochs and is a constant to
be determined later. We summarize a roundi of the protocol:



5� Epoch 1:This epoch consists of2i slots. In each slotj,
Player A sendsm with probability 22i for an expected total of2(�1)i+1 slots. In each slot, Player B listens with probability22(�1)i for an expected total of2i+1 slots.� Epoch 2:This epoch consists of2i slots. If Player B has not
receivedm, then Player B sends a request for retransmission,
req, for all 2i slots. Player A listens in each slot with
probability4=2i for an expected total4 slots.
Termination Conditions: Termination conditions are impor-
tant because the adversary cannot be allowed to keep either
player executing in perpetuity while simultaneously forcing
them to incur ahigher cost. PlayerB terminates the protocol
upon receivingm. Due to authentication, messages cannot
be spoofed or modified; therefore, this termination condition
suffices. Player A terminates if it listens to a slot in Epoch 2
with neither a collision nor areq. Since the adversary cannot
forge the absence of channel activity, this condition suffices.
In other words, Player A continues into the next round if (1)
Player A listens to zero slots or (2) all slots listened to by
Player A in Epoch 2 contain a collision or areq. We highlight
the two situations where this condition is met:� Situation I: Player B is correct and has not receivedm.� Situation II:Player B is Byzantine and sendsreqs, or Player
B is correct and terminated and the adversary forges collisions
to trick Player A into thinking a validreq was jammed.

Situation I occurs prior to the successful delivery ofm possibly
due to jamming attacks in Epoch 1. Situation II addresses an
attack that can be employed in Epoch 2 after the delivery ofm. The adversary can deplete Player A’s energy by making
it appear as if Player B repeatedly did not receivem and is
requesting a retransmission. This attack affects Player A only.
Also, if Player B is correct, the attack is only effective oncem is received. If a correct Player B has not receivedm, areq
will be issued anyway and the attack accomplishes nothing.

B. Analyzing Cost-Competitiveness

Define ajamming-1round as a round where the adversary
jams at least half of the slots in Epoch 1; otherwise, it is
a non-jamming-1 round. Similarly, ajamming-2round is a
round where the adversary jams or forges collisions in at least
half the slots in Epoch 2. Regarding the constant: clearly > 1 or Line 8 of our protocol is nonsensical. Also, if � 2,
then the expected cost to Player A is at least as much as the
cost to Player B. In such a case, the cost to the adversary for
a Situation II attack is less than the expected cost to Player
A since a Byzantine receiver can sleep through Epoch 1. As
discussed above, we must avoid this in Situation II. Therefore,
we have1 <  < 2. Throughout, assume ceilings on the
number of active slots of a player if it is not an integer.

Lemma 1. Consider a round ofCOMPETITIVE COMMUNI -
CATION that is not jamming-1 and where neither player has
terminated. The probability that PlayerB does not receive the
message from Player A is less thane�2.

Proof: Let s = 2i be the number of slots in Epoch
1. Let pA be the probability that PlayerA sends in a par-

ticular slot. Let pB be the probability that PlayerB listens
in a particular slot. LetXj = 1 if the message is not
delivered from Player A to Player B in thejth slot. ThenPr[ m is not delivered in Epoch 1℄=Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs =1℄=Pr[Xs = 1 j X1X2 � � �Xs�1 = 1℄ � Qs�1i=1 Pr[Xi℄.
Let qj = 1 if the adversary does not jam in slotj;
otherwise, letqj = 0. The value of qj can be selected
arbitrarily by the adversary. ThenPr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄ =1 � pApBqi and substituting for each conditional probabil-
ity, we have Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs℄ = (1 � pApBq1) � � � (1 �pApBqs) = Qsj=1(1 � pApBqj) � e�pApBPsj=1 qj <e�2 since pApBPsj=1 qj > (2=2i)(2=2(�1)i)(s=2) =(2=2i)(2=2(�1)i)(2i=2) = 2 since the round is not jamming-
1 and so the adversary jams less thans=2 slots.

We next consider the simplest case where there is never a
jamming-1 round and there are no Situation II attacks:

Lemma 2. Assume that Player B is correct and there are
no jamming-1 rounds or Situation II attacks. If the adversary
is active for T > 0 slots, then the cost ratio isO(1=T ).
Otherwise,T = 0, the expected cost to each player isO(1).

Proof: Using Lemma 1, the expected cost to Player A is
at most

P1i=2 e�2(i�2) � (2 � 2(�1)i + 4) � P1i=2(e5�i + 4 �e�2(i�1)) = O(1). Similarly, the expected cost to Player B
is at most

P1i=2 e�2(i�2) � (2i+1 + 2i) �P1i=2(e5�i + e4�i)= O(1). The result follows forT > 0.

We next consider the cost to Player A prior to the successful
transmission ofm. Note that this does not necessarily yield
the cost to Player A over the entire protocol:

Lemma 3. Assume there is at least one jamming-1 round in
round i. Then, prior to successful delivery ofm, the expected
cost to Player A isO(2(�1)i) and, therefore, the cost ratio of
Player A before the message is delivered isO(T �1 =T ).

Proof: Let i be the last jamming-1 round. Then the adver-
sary has been active for at least2i=2 slots. Using Lemma 1,
the expected cost to Player A prior tom being delivered isO(2(�1)i)+P1k=1 e�2(k�1)�(2�2(�1)(i+k)+4) = O(2(�1)i)
since < 2. Therefore, the energy ratio isO(2(�1)i=2i) and,
letting T = 2i, this isO(T (�1)=).
Now consider when Situation II attacks may occur:

Lemma 4. Assume that Player B has receivedm by roundi
and that roundi is non-jamming-2. Then the probability that
Player A retransmitsm in round i + 1 is less thane�2.

Proof: Let s = 2i be the number of slots in Epoch 2
and let p = 4=2i be the probability that Player A listens
in a slot. For slotj, defineXj such thatXj = 1 if Player
A does not terminate. ThenPr[ Player A retransmitsm in
round i + 1℄ = Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄. Let qj = 1 if the
adversary does not jam in slotj; otherwise, letqj = 0. Theqj values are determined arbitrarily by the adversary. Since
Player A terminates if and only if it listens and does not
detect any activity, thenPr[Xj = 1℄ = (1� pqj). Therefore,Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄ � e�pPsj=1 qj < e�2.
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Lemma 5. Assume there is at least one jamming-1 round. The
energy ratio of Player A isO(T �1=T ) and the energy ratio
for a correct Player B isO(T 1 =T ).

Proof: Let i be the last round which is jamming-1. Letj � i be the last round which is jamming-2; if no such
jamming-2 round exists, then assumej = 0. Either way, the
cost to the adversary is
(2i + 2j).

By Lemma 3, the expected cost to Player A prior to
successfully transmittingm isO(2(�1)i). Using Lemma 4, the
expected cost to Player A prior to terminating isO(2(�1)i)+O(2(�1)j)+P1k=1 e�2(k�1)�(2�2(�1)(j+k)+4) = O(2(�1)j)
since  < 2. Therefore, the total expected cost to Player
A is O(2(�1)i + 2(�1)j). The energy ratio for Player A
is highest wheni = 0 which yields O(T (�1)=T ). Us-
ing Lemma 3, the overall energy ratio for Player A ismaxfO(T (�1)==T ); O(T �1=T )g = O(T �1=T ).

Finally, assume Player B is correct. Since the last jamming-
1 round occurred in roundi, Player B is active forO(2i) slots.
Using Lemma 1, Player B’s expected cost prior to receivingm is O(2i) +P1k=1 e�2(k�1) � (2 � 2i+k + 2i+k) = O(2i).
Since Player B terminates upon receivingm, the energy ratio
is maximized whenj = 0 which yieldsO(T 1==T ).
We now give the proof for Theorem 1 stated in Section II-A:

Proof of Theorem 1:We first examine the worst case energy
ratios for both players over all values fori andj:
Player A: First, Lemma 3 addresses the case where no
Situation II attacks occur, and here the energy ratio isO(T (�1)==T ). Second, Lemma 5 addresses the case where
Situation II attacks occur. Here the cost to the adversary
is 
(2i + 2j) while the expected cost to Player A isO(2(�1)i+2(�1)j). The worst energy ratio arises withi = 0
with an energy ratio ofO(T �1=T ).
Player B: For Player B, the expected cost prior to the suc-
cessful transmission ofm is O(2i). Overall, the cost to the
adversary isT = 
(2i + 2j). The energy ratio is maximized
whenj = 0, which yields an energy ratio ofO(T 1==T ).
Therefore, the exponents of interest which control the energy
ratios are(�1)=, �1, and1= and the adversary knows
before pickingi and j. The value of that should be chosen

must minimizemaxf(� 1)=; � 1; 1=; g. Since1 <  < 2,
we have1= > (�1)=. Therefore, we solve for in �1 =1=, this gives = (1 +p5)=2 which is the golden ratio.

If T � 1, then by setting = ' in Lemma 2 and the above
argument, the energy ratio ismaxfO(1=T ); O(T'�2)g =O(T'�2) � O(T�0:382). If T = 0, then by plugging = '
into Lemma 2, the expected cost to each player isO(1). �
Discussion: Note that there is anO(1) up-front cost per
execution of the protocol when there are no jamming-1 or
jamming-2 attacks. This is the price for communication in the
presence of a powerful adversary, even if that adversary is
not always active. In exchange, an adversary incurs a penalty
that increases commensurate with the amount of disruption it
causes. Therefore, the unfairness property does not hold.

Finally, might players share a secret schedule? This would
reduce the active costs in Theorem 1 where neither player
knows if the other is active with certainty. Unfortunately,such
a schedule becomes known to the adversary if the receiver
suffers a Byzantine fault which invalidates any improved
analysis and allows Player A to be manipulated.

C. Numerical Results

We further evaluate COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION since
it is a building block for our next two protocols. Our aims
are modest, we: (1) show small constants in our asymptotic
analysis and (2) use back-of-the-envelope calculations toesti-
mate the behavior for pessimistic�or and�adv values. The
impact of radio irregularity, weather and terrain should be
evaluated with a prototype; however, this is outside the scope
of our paper. This is left to future work and we note that such
detrimental factors affect other DoS-resistant proposals, and
there exist many results on mitigating their effect.

Parameters: The Telos mote is powered by two AA batteries
used in series which yields roughly18000 J assuming a com-
bined 1.8V cut-off voltage (see [3]). The send/receive costs are35mW/38mW; however, we use the total operational cost of41mW [3]. Let jmj denote the packet (message) size. Headers
and footers of2 bytes each are possible (see [47], [48]). Withjmj = 8 and12 bytes this gives a respective payload of4 and8 bytes. The Telos’ CC2420 radio has a specification of250
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kbps, but in practice the data rate is typically less. Therefore,
we overestimate the time for sending/receiving at3ms which
accommodates our message sizes and is a reasonable TDMA
slot size. With these parameters, a player can be active forM = 18000 J=(41mW�3 ms)� 1:4�108 slots. A MATLAB
implementation of our protocol is used to investigate (1) and
(2) with random and reactive jammers.

Random Jammers:We start by considering the absolute costs
for each player when jamming occurs with probabilitypj =0:5 and 0:9 in each slot of an epoch. The adversary is able
to jam for at most� instances. Each trial terminates upon
successful communication, or when� is exhausted, and a run
consists of 50 trials. Each point in Figure 2 represents the mean
of 3 such runs and the maximum of Player A and Player B is
plotted. Forpj = 0:5, the absolute cost is negligible. Forpj =0:9, the cost is slow growing and still very small relative toM . This is representative forpj � 0:9 (omitted for space) and
we observe that the absolute costs in our analysis are tolerable
up to this point. For larger values ofpj, we consider energy
ratios. Figure 3 depicts the energy ratio forpj = 0:9; 0:95
and 1:0 (constant jammer). Clearly, the energy ratio favors
the players. Finally, a loose upper bound of6�'�2 is plotted
which implies a small constant in our asymptotic analysis.

It is also important to consider�or > �adv. There is no
consensus on the size of a jamming packet,jmj j, required to
disrupt a transmission. In [24],jmjj = 20 bytes using MICA2
motes. However, smaller jamming packets have examined in
more general wireless local area networks. In [25],jmjj � 3
bytes and, in [26],jmjj is just a few bits! In comparison to
an adversary that transmitsjmj j = 2; 3 or 5 bits, the players
must handle ajmj = 96 bit (12 byte) message. This implies
a factor discrepancy of96=5� 20, 96=3 � 30, 96=2 � 50,
respectively. Consequently, we consider�adv = 1 but �or =20; 30 and 50. Extrapolating using�or � 6 � �'�2, we note
that the energy ratios for�or = 30 and50 drop below1 for� larger than2:8� 105, 8� 105 and3:1� 106, respectively.
These values are still small relative toM . For example, withjmjj = 5 bits, the adversary must allow successful delivery of
the first packet or face spendingM � 2:8� 105 � 108 time
slots suffering a disadvantageous energy ratio. By the same
argument, hundreds of communications can occur before the
players exhaust their energy supply.

Reactive Jammers: As discussed above, our protocol is
resistant to indiscriminate jamming. Now consider a reactive
adversary who can listen to2 bytes of a header in ajmj = 8
byte packet and then decide whether to jam at zero cost.
Therefore,�adv = 1 while �or = 4. In each slot, channel
traffic occurs with probabilitypt from an outside source. By
our discussion in Section IV, the adversary does not enter the
costly receive state unless it detects (at zero cost) trafficon
the channel via RSSI; otherwise, the adversary sleeps. Each
trial consists of the adversary jammingm until its supplyT is
exhausted. For each value ofT , a run of 10 trials are performed
and each point in Figure 4 represents the mean of 3 runs. For
values up toT = 1 � 105 and pt = 0:3; 0:4; 0:5 and0:6 the

players quickly achieve an advantageous energy ratio.

Discussion:These preliminary results suggest that our proto-
col is resistant to (i) efficient random jammers and (ii) reactive
jammers when sufficient non-critical traffic is present. As with
any DoS attack, throughput suffers. However, in situations
where the successful transmission of a moderate number of
packets is critical, these back-of-the-envelope calculations are
an encouraging first-approximation of performance.

V. M ULTIPLE RECEIVERS& B OUNDED DELIVERY TIME

MULTI -PLAYER COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION , abbre-
viated MPCC, handles the scenario where a single sendera sendsm to a set ofn receiversRa = fb1; :::; bng. Fur-
thermore, we bound thelatency: the number of slots prior to
successful termination. For (an unknown)T slots, we achieveO(T'=('�1)) latency givenlnn = O(T ); we discuss this later.

Our protocol is intuitive: execute COMPETITIVE COMMU-
NICATION wherea is Player A and each correct receiver acts
as Player B. The probabilities for sending and receiving are
modified and there are two more epochs (2 & 4) where players
act deterministically. Again, a correct receiver terminates upon
receivingm while the sendera terminates upon listening to a
slot without receivingreq or detecting a collision. Note that
req messages can collide in Epochs 3 & 4; this is correct
and the sender will retransmit. Figure V gives the pseudocode
for MPCC. If the adversary jams, thennone of the correct
receivers receivem in that slot. A round is again defined as
jamming-1 if at least1=2 of the slots in Epoch 1 are jammed
while a round is jamming-2 if at least1=2 the slots in Epoch 2
are jammed or forged. Due to space constraints, several proofs
are omitted below (see our technical report [49]).

Lemma 6. Consider a non-jamming-1 round. The probability
that at least one correct receiver does not receive the message
from the sender is less than1=n2.

Proof: Let s be the number of slots in Epoch 1 of
round i. Let pa = 3 lnn=2i be the probability that the
sender transmits in a particular slot. Letpb = 2=2('�1)i
(pb = 1 for i � 2) be the probability that a correct
receiver bu listens in a particular slot. LetXj = 1 if the
message is not transmitted from sendera to receiverbu in
the jth slot. ThenPr[m is not successfully transmitted to
the bu during Epoch 1℄=Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄=Pr(Xs =1 j X1X2 � � �Xs�1 = 1). Let qj = 1 if the adversary does
not jam givenX1X2 � � �Xi�1; otherwise, letqj = 0. The
value ofqj can be selected arbitrarily by the adversary. ThenPr[Xi = 1 j X1 � � �Xi�1 = 1℄ = 1�pAprqi = 1�6 lnn=2'i.
Then we havePr[X1X2 � � �Xs℄ = (1 � papbq1) � � � (1 �papbqs) � Qsj=1(1� papbqj) � e�papbPsj=1 qj < 1=n4 sincepapbP qj > 4 lnn. Taking a union bound, the probability that
at least one correct receiver has not receivedm is at mostn�2.

Lemma 7. Assume that by roundi all correct receivers have
heard the messagem. Assume that roundi is non-jamming-2.
Then the probability that the sender retransmits the message
in round i+ 1 is less than1=n2.
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MULTI -PLAYER COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION (m;a;Ra)

1: i dln(2 lnn)=('� 1) ln 2e
2: a terminate  false
3: while (a terminate == false) do

4: Epoch 1:
5: for slot 1 to 2'i do
6: � a sendsm with probability 3 lnn2i .
7: � Eachbu that has not receivedm listens with

probability 22('�1)i .
Epoch 2:

8: for slot 1 to 2('�1)i+1 do
9: � a sendsm.

10: � Eachbu that has not receivedm listens.

Epoch 3:
11: for slot 1 to 2i do
12: � Eachbu that has not receivedm sendsreq.
13: � a listens with probability2 lnn2i .
14: if (a listens but detects no collision orreq) then
15: � a terminate  true

Epoch 4:
16: for slot 1 to 2('�1)i+1 do
17: � a listens.
18: if (a detects neither a collision norreq) then
19: � a terminate  true
20: � Eachbu that has not receivedm sendsreq.

21: i i+ 1
Fig. 5. Pseudocode for MULTI -PLAYER COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION .

Proof: This is computed similarly to the proof of
Lemma 6. Lets be the number of slots in Epoch 2 and letp = 4 lnn=2i be the probability that the sender listens in a
slot. For slotj, defineXj such thatXj = 1 if the sender does
not terminate. ThenPr[ The sender retransmitsm in roundi + 1℄ = Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄. Let qj = 1 if the adversary
does not jam givenX1X2 � � �Xi�1; otherwise, letqj = 0.
The qj values are determined arbitrarily by the faulty nodes
in collusion. Since the sender terminates if and only if it listens
and does not detect any activity, thenPr[Xj = 1℄ = (1�pqj).
Therefore,Pr[X1X2 � � �Xs = 1℄ � e�pPsj=1 qj < n�2.

Lemma 8. Assume all receivers are correct and there are no
jamming-1 or jamming-2 rounds. Then the energy ratio of any
correct player (sender or receiver) isO(ln2 n=maxf1; Tg).

Proof: Let d = ln(2 lnn)('�1) ln 2 . Using Lemma 6, the expected

cost to the sender is at most
P1i=d n�2(i�d) � (2('�1)i �3 lnn+2('�1)i+1+2 lnn+2('�1)i+1) = O(ln2 n). Similarly,

Therefore, Lemma 6, the expected cost to Player B is at
most

P1i=d n�2(i�d) � (2i+1 + 2('�1)i+1+ 2i + 2('�1)i+1) =O(ln2 n). The result follows for an adversary that is active forT > 0 slots.

Lemma 9. Assume there is at least one jamming-1 round.
The energy ratio of the sender and any correct receiver isO(maxfln2 n=T; T'�1=Tg).

Proof: Let i be the last round which is jamming-1 and

let j be the last round which is jamming-2,j � i. Then the
cost to the adversary is
(2'i + 2j).
Sender: The energy ratio is highest for the sender wheni = 0 so let T = 
(2j). In this case, using Lemma 7, the
expected cost to the sender prior to successfully terminating
is O(ln2 n) + P1k=1 n�2(k�1) � O(2('�1)(j+k) + lnn) =O(2('�1)j + ln2 n). Therefore, the energy ratio for sender isO(maxfln2 n; T'�1g=T ).
Receivers:For each correct receiver, the energy ratio toT is
highest whenj = 0 (a correct receiver is not active in the
rounds indexed byj), so letT = 
(2'i). In the worst case,
all rounds up toi have been jamming-1, in which case the
expected cost to each correct receiver up to the end of roundi + 1 is O(ln2 n + 2i). Therefore, the energy ratio for each
receiver isO(maxfln2 n; T'�1g=T ) noting that1=' = '�1.

Lemma 10. MPCC terminates withinO(logT ) rounds or,
equivalently,O(T'=('�1)) slots assuminglnn = O(T ).

Proof: If the adversary is not active for all slots in Epoch
2, then all correct receivers obtainm. Once all correct receivers
terminate, the adversary must be active in all slots in Epoch
4 to prevent Player A from terminating. Therefore, prior to
successful termination of all correct players (including the
sender), the adversary is active for at least2('�1)i+1 slots
per roundi in Epochs 2 & 4. Ford = ln(2 lnn)('�1) ln 2 , we seek the

number of rounds� such that
P�i=d 2('�1)i � T which yields� � ' � lg(T +5 lnn). Each roundi has at most4 �2'�i+1 slots

so � rounds equal at most2'+3 � (T +5 lnn)'=('�1) slots.

Theorem 2 of Section II-A follows from Lemmas 8, 9 and 10.

Discussion:The valuen is the number of devices within the
broadcast range of the sender. Therefore, for large networks,
we expectn to be very small relative to the total number of
network devicesN . For a determined adversary, we expectT � ln2 n sinceT > n i.e. the number of transmissions a de-
vice can perform will likely exceed the number of neighboring
devices. In this case, the energy ratio approachesO(T'�1=T ).

Finally, for any protocol, the optimal latencỳOPT = 
(T )
since the adversary can jam constantly forT slots. In contrast,
assuminglnn = O(T ), by Lemma 10 our protocol completes
within O(T'='�1) slots. Noting'=('�1)�1 = ', we have:

Corollary 1. MPCC is within aO(T')-factor of `OPT .

VI. D OS-RESISTANT RELIABLE BROADCAST IN THE GRID

Reliable broadcast addresses the problem of propagatingm
from a dealer to the rest of the network. The problem has been
extensively studied in the grid model [6]–[12], [43]. Reliable
broadcast is still possible whent Byzantine nodes can each
jam at mostn transmissions [43]. Unfortunately, the protocol
of [43], and the subsequent refinement by [11], requires that
correct nodes possess much more energy than the Byzantine
nodes. In particular, while the send state costs are improved
in [11], both [11], [43] allow the adversary to force a correct
node tolisten for 
(t � n) slots. In contrast, each Byzantine
node is active forn. This
(t)-factor discrepancy affords the
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adversary a tremendous advantage and our main result is a
protocol that mitigates this advantage.

The Grid Model: Each nodep(x; y) is situated at(x; y) in a
grid. The dealerd is located at(0; 0) and seeks to propagatem to all correct nodes in the network. When a nodep sends a
message, all awake nodes withinL1 distancer (i.e. the(2r+1) � (2r + 1) square centered aboutp) receive the message;
thisneighborhoodis denoted byN (p). Analogous results hold
for the Euclidean metric (see [7]). There aret < (r=2)(2r +1) Byzantine nodes in any broadcast neighborhood. For any
correct nodep, the adversary can use itst Byzantine nodes
in N (p) to jam for up toB0 = t � n slots total. There is
a global broadcast schedule that assigns each node a slot for
broadcasting; a specification is unimportant here (see [9] for
an example). A complete iteration of the broadcast schedule
is called acycle and a node sends at least once per cycle.

Receive State Costs & Multi-Hop Networks:In this multi-
hop scenario, the amount of jamming in a neighborhood (but
not the total for adversary in the network) is bounded byB0 and known. This is required in [11], [43] and a similar
assumption is made in [34], [35]. A bound seems necessary
so that correct nodes know when to wake up asm propagates
outward. Our protocol uses this bound to synchronize send-
ing/receiving. Alternatively, nodes may perpetually listen for
transmissions. As discussed in Section III, this is adoptedby
other reliable broadcast protocols; however, the receive state
costs are problematic. Therefore, we assume the existence ofB0 which is interpreted as the number of times a Byzantine
node can deviate from the global broadcast schedule within
some time frame before being identified and subjected to
various defensive techniques (see [2]). Staying underB0 in
each time frame allows the adversary to attack throughout the
lifetime of the network and we assume thatB0 is large.

Overview: Our protocol starts at slot0 and synchronizes the
timing of nodes for sending and listening. While this synchro-
nization is not mathematically challenging, a full description
yields an unreadable protocol.For ease of exposition, our
treatment addresses each nodeq in C = fq(x; y)j � r � x �r ^ y � 0g; that is, a corridor of width2r+1 moving up fromd. Traversing thex-coordinates is nearly identical and the grid
can be covered piecewise by these two types of corridors.

Node q issues aCOMMIT(q;m) message ifq has com-
mitted to m. Node q2 sends HEARD(q2; q1;m) if q2 has
receivedCOMMIT(q1;m). As in [7], p commits tom when,
through Steps 3 & 4, it receivest + 1 COMMIT(q;m) or
HEARD(q2; q1;m) from node-disjoint paths all lying within
a single(2r + 1) � (2r + 1) area. Due to space constraints,
we omit this in the pseudocode and refer the reader to [7].

For each nodep, Rp = N (p)\C. We say a nodep initiates
MPCC(m; p;Rp) in the context of the global broadcast sched-
ule. This means the slots indexed bys in Epoch 1 of MPCC
are those slots assigned top by the global schedule. In Epoch
2, we deal with sending by nodes inRp slightly differently. In
each cycle, there is one extra slot assigned to each node. The
slots indexed bys in Epoch 2 of MPCC are those slots used

DOS-RESISTANT RELIABLE BROADCAST

1: Starting in round1, and ending no later than roundL, noded executes MPCC(m; d;Rd) and each nodei 2 Rd commits to the first value it receives fromd.

The following step is executed by all nodes:

2: Starting in round 2yL, and ending no later than
round (2y + 1)L � 1, node p(x; y) initiates
MPCC(COMMIT(p;m); p; Rp).
The following steps are executed by each node exclud-
ing those nodes inN (d):

3: for i = 0 to r � 1 do

4: Starting in round2(y � r + i)L, and ending no
later than round2(y � r + i)L + L � 1, nodep(x; y) listens for COMMIT messages by initiat-
ing MPCC(COMMIT(q;m); q(x0; y0); Rq) with each
node in rowy0 = y� r+ i in C and wherep 2 Rq.

5: Starting in round2(y � r + i)L + L, and ending
no later than round2(y � r + i)L + 2L � 1, nodep(x; y) listens for HEARD messages by initiating
MPCC(HEARD(q2; q1;m); q2; Rq2) with each nodeq2 2 B0p in row y + i and wherep 2 Rq2 .

6: Starting in round2(y�r)L+L, and ending no later than
round2(y�r)L+2L�1, nodeq2 sends aHEARD mes-
sage by initiating MPCC(HEARD(q2; q1;m); q2; Rq2)
whereq1; q2 are sister nodes.

Fig. 6. Pseudocode for DOS-RESISTANTRELIABLE BROADCAST.

by nodes inRp; a node inRp can sendreq, andp is listening
for a collision/req then. Figure 6 gives our pseudocode whereL = 2'+3 � (B0 + 5 lnn)'=('�1) given Lemma 10.

Proof of Theorem 3:In [7], it is shown that each nodep(x; y)
can obtainm by majority filtering on messages from2t + 1
node-disjoint paths contained within a single(2r+1)�(2r+1)
area since at leastt + 1 will be m. Our correctness proof is
similar; however, we argue along a corridor and show that
nodes in theyth row can commit tom by slot 2yL � 1.

Base Case:Each node inN (d) commits to the correct messagem immediately upon hearing it directly from the dealer by
round L. Therefore, clearly, every nodep(x; y) 2 N (d)
commits by round2yL � 1.

Induction Hypothesis:Let �r � a � r. If each correct nodep0(x0; y0) 2 N (a; b) commits tom by round2y0L � 1, then
each correct nodep(x; y) 2 N (a; b+1)�N (a; b) commits tom in round2yL � 1.

Induction Step:We now show2t+ 1 connectedness within a
single neighborhood and we argue simultaneously about the
time required forp to hear messages along these disjoint paths.
The nodep(x; y) lies in N (a; b + 1) � N (a; b) and can be
considered to have location(a� r+ z; b+ r+ 1) where0 �z � r (the case forr + 1 � z � 2r follows by symmetry).
We demonstrate that there existr(2r+ 1) node-disjoint pathsP1; :::; Pr(2r+1) all lying within the same neighborhood and
that the synchronization prescribed by our protocol is correct:
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One-Hop Paths: the set of nodesAp = fq(u; v) j (a� r) �u � (a + z) and (b + 1) � v � (b + r)g lie in N (a; b) and
are neighbors ofp. Therefore, there arer(r+ z + 1) paths of
the formq ! p whereq 2 Ap.

By their position relative top(x; y), each correct nodeq(u; v) 2 Ap is such thatv = y � r +  for some fixed 2 f0; :::; r � 1g. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,q commits to m by round 2(y � r + )L � 1. By the
protocol, q(u; v) sendsCOMMIT messages using MPCC in
round 2vL = 2(y � r + )L until round 2(v + 1)L � 1 =(2(y � r + ) + 1)L � 1 at the latest. By the protocol,p(x; y) listens for COMMIT messages fromq starting in
round 2(y � r + )L until round (2(y � r + ) + 1)L � 1
at the latest. Therefore,p and q are synchronized in the
execution of MPCC andp will receive q’s message by round(2(y� r+ )+1)L�1 = (2(b+ +1)+1)L�1 at the latest.
Since this occurs for all nodes inAp, nodep has received all
COMMIT messages fromAp by round(2(y � 1) + 1)L� 1 =(2(b+ r) + 1)L � 1 � (2(b+ r + 1) + 1)L � 1 = 2yL � 1.

Two-Hop Paths: consider the setsBp = fq(u; v) j (a+ z +1) � u � (a + r) and (b + 1) � v � (b + r)g and B0p =fq0(u0; v0) j (a + z + 1 � r) � u0 � (a) and (b + r + 1) �v0 � (b + 2r)g. The nodes inBp lie in N (a; b) while the
nodes inB0p lie in N (p). Moreover, the setB0p is obtained by
shifting left by r units and up byr units. Recall that there is
a one-to-one mapping between the nodes inBp and the nodes
in B0p; these are sister nodes. There arer(r � z) paths of the
form q ! q0 ! p.

Consider a correct nodeq(u; v) 2 Bp and its sister nodeq0(u0; v0) 2 B0p where v0 = v + r by definition. Again,
given the location ofq(u; v) relative to p(x; y), we havev = y � r +  for some fixed 2 f0; :::; r � 1g. By the
induction hypothesis,q commits tom by round 2vL � 1.
Then by DOS-RESISTANT RELIABLE BROADCAST, q sends a
COMMIT message using MPCC in round2vL = 2(y�r+)L
until round2(v+1)L�1 = (2(y� r+ )+1)L�1 at the lat-
est. By DOS-RESISTANT RELIABLE BROADCAST, q0(u0; v0)
receivesCOMMIT messages fromq using MPCC starting in
round2(v0 � r + )L = 2vL = 2(y � r + )L and ending no
later than round2(v0 � r + + 1)L � 1 = 2(v + 1)L � 1 =(2(y� r+ )+ 1)L� 1. Therefore,q andq0 are synchronized
in the execution of MPCC andq0 will receive q’s message by
round(2(y � r + ) + 1)L � 1 � 2yL � 1 at the latest.

By the above, each nodeq0(u0; v0) 2 B0p can start sending
a HEARD message using MPCC in round2(v0� r)L+L and
ending no later than round2(v0 � r)L + 2L � 1. Starting in
round2(y�r+)L+L, nodep(x; y) uses MPCC to listen for
a HEARD message fromq0(u0; v0) wherev0 = y+. Therefore,p is listening toq0 starting in2(y�r+)L+L = 2(v0�r)L+L
and ending no later than2(v0 � r)L + 2L � 1; p and q0 are
synchronized. Therefore,p receives allHEARD messages by
round2(v0 � r)L + 2L� 1 whenv0 = y + r � 1; that is, by
round2(y � 1)L+ 2L� 1 = 2yL � 1.

Therefore, a total ofr(r + z + 1) + r(r � z) = r(2r + 1)
node-disjoint paths fromN (a; b) to PN (a; b) exist, all lying

in in a single neighborhoodN (a; b+ r+1). For an adversary
corrupting t < (r=2)(2r + 1) nodes, a correct node can
majority filter to obtainm. Furthermore, we have shown that
anyp(x; y) 2 N (a; b+1) executes MPCCr(2r+1) = O(r2)
times in order to receives allCOMMIT and HEARD messages
by round 2yL � 1. Therefore,p can commit to the correct
message by round2yL � 1; this concludes the induction.

Cost Analysis: In our protocol, a correct nodep is involved
in k � r(2r + 1) + 1 executions of MPCC. For each such
execution, let�i be the number of slots for which the adversary
is active wherei = 1; :::; k. Denote the adversary’s total active
time by � =Pki=1 �i < B0. We examine two cases:
Case 1:Assume the adversary is active for a total of� =Pki=1 �i = O(r2 ln2=(2�') r) slots over allk executions of
MPCC byp. Note that� = 0 is possible. For each execution,
nodep incurs a cost ofO(maxfln2 r; �'�1i g) by Theorem 2.
Therefore, overk = O(r2) executions, clearly the total cost
(not the energy ratio) incurred byp is O(r4 ln2=(2�') r).
Case 2:Otherwise, assume that the adversary jams for at least
one slot. Using Theorem 2, the energy ratio is:O Pki=1 maxfln2 r; �'�1i gPki=1 �i !=O�r2 ln2 r� + (r2)(2�') � ln2 r�2�' �
by noting(Pi �'�1i )=(Pi �i) � k2�'(Pi �i)'�2 since�'�1i
is concave and(Pi �'�1i )=k � ( 1k Pi �i)'�1 by the corollary
of Jensen’s inequality that applies to concave functions.�
Discussion: We make two points regarding our protocol.
First, for � = O(r2 ln2=(2�') r), the absolute cost top isO(r4 ln2=(2�') r). But for � = !(r2 ln2=(2�') r), the energy
ratio is dominated by� O(r0:764 ln2 r=�0:382) and, at this
point, it favorsp; the adversary no longer has the advantage.

Our second point concerns the upper boundt = (r=2)(2r+1)� 1 for which reliable broadcast is feasible under DoS
attacks [43]; recall that correct nodes require more energy.
However, if nodes are subverted, it seems reasonable that
Byzantine and correct nodes will each possess roughly equal
energy. Assume that each node can be active forn slots.
Consider the particular situation where the adversary targetsp
by having one of its nodes jam forn instances. This exhaustsp’s energy andreliable broadcast fails. This attack is suggested
in [43]. In contrast, with our protocol,p can expect to avoid
being disabled in this situation ift = o(n2�' =(r2(2�') ln2 r))
for sufficiently largen. We note thatp’s survival is not guar-
anteed and, ift = 
(n2�' =(r2(2�') ln2 r)), the adversary can
expect to disablep by using enough of its nodes. However, this
is an improvement over previous results (which cannot tolerate
this attack) and it illustrates the importance of accounting for
receive state costs when considering bounds ont.
Acknowledgements:We gratefully thank Srinivasan Keshav
and James Horey for many valuable discussions.
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